ELECTRICITY REGULATIONS PAVILIONS "WORLD OF PRIVATE LABEL 2017"

Branching power connections from one main switchboard is no longer permitted by the RAI Exhibition Centre. Instead, for every stand using electricity, an individually interruptible main power connection of at least 2kW must be ordered from the official PLMA contractor Gielissen. Exception: General lighting of stands / lighting of uniform structure may be combined on 1 (individually interruptible) main power connection.

2017:
BRANCHING BY EXHIBITOR'S OWN STAND BUILDER IS NO LONGER PERMITTED

NEW SITUATION: BRANCHING DONE BY RAI EXHIBITION CENTRE, SUCH THAT EACH EXHIBITOR HAS AN OWN INTERRUPTIBLE CONNECTION. (Location of wall sockets, ordered with Gielissen, must be indicated in drawing by pavilion organiser. Location of fuse box from RAI Exhibition Centre for branching must also be indicated).

COMBINATION OF STAND LIGHTING WILL STILL BE PERMITTED
Main power (and fuse box if applicable) to be ordered with Gielissen. Lighting may only be connected to day electricity supply.